November 2014 Agenda/video timeline

00.00 - Introduction
02.27 - Resources/Help/Knowledgebase/Documentation
04.10 - Agenda
06.23 - Resources/Help
09.40 - Preflight Report options.
  Navigator vs Report preference
  Annotated Preflight report/Normal Report etc
14.30 - Simple configuration of the Preflight Report
15.00 - Global changes vs Action Lists
15.50 - Saving a global change as an Action List
16.15 - Adding an Action List into a Preflight Profile
18.00 - Editing Standard Action Lists
19.35 - Ink Usage and Ink Coverage (TAC/TIC)
26.10 - Changing units, inches, cm etc
28.40 - PDF Page Boxes within the Inspector
  Showing Page Boxes in PitStop
  Show Page Boxes in Acrobat
  The Crop Box, Trim Box, Bleed Box, Art Box
  Adjusting the Page Boxes
  Setting the Trim Box to the Crop Marks
  Setting the Bleed Box and resizing it
  Locking the Page box proportions
34.30 - Question. Adjusting the Ink Coverage in PitStop?
36.00 - Applying Page Box Corrections to a document
36.20 - Page Box Overview panel
36.45 - User Unit (Page Scaling factor) in PDF
38.50 - Position. Edit Page Boxes - PDF Page Rotation
40.30 - Question. PDF standards, PDF/X-1a vs PDF/X-4?
42.30 - Flattening transparency in PitStop Pro.
43.40 - Flattening transparency when saving
44.44 - Question. Adding bleed in PitStop 12
46.20 - Question. Flattening Forms and Annotations
49.28 - Preflight Check for Annotations
50.05 - Color Mapping in the Inspector
  Comparison to Convert
  Color Mapping via the Color Picker
  Color Mapping an Image in the Image Panel
  Mapping Grayscale Images to CMYK
  Grayscale Images to Spot Colors
54.50 - Cut and Pasting objects in place (X/Y co-ordinates)
  Grouping
  Cut and paste preferences
  Cut and paste between pages
58.00 - Question. Is grouping saved within the PDF?